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SHADES OF GREEN

The 
Dartmouth Center for Social Impact  
= the new Tucker Foundation

mission:  to prepare students to be transformative
                 leaders for the common good
                (Director:  Tracy Dustin-Eichler)

In July 2015, the Tucker Foundation was split into 
two new Centers:

• the Tucker Center for Spiritual and 
Ethical Life 

• and the Dartmouth Center for Service 
The decision to create the two new centers came 
after multiple internal and external reviews, which 
pointed to the complexity of the Tucker 
Foundation’s mission and to the challenges it faced 
in clearly articulating its mission to today’s 
students.
The two new Centers maintain much of the Tucker 
Foundation’s historical programming — with the 
Tucker Center focused on religious and spiritual life 
and the Center for Service emphasizing social 
impact work. 
In January 2018, the Center for Service 
announced with great excitement a name change 
to better represent the many ways the Center 
works with students, alumni and communities:  The 
newly re-named Dartmouth Center for Social 
Impact prepares students to be transformative 
leaders for the common good. Through community-
driven experiential learning, students cultivate their 
skills, scholarship and passion to develop high-
impact approaches to the most pressing societal 
problems, and they go on to lead lives of purpose 
personally and professionally as social innovators, 
direct service providers, activists, philanthropists 
and community researchers.  The Dartmouth 
Center for Social Impact oversees Dartmouth 
Partners in Community Service (DPCS), which the 
Class of 1985 supports through our annual “Class 
Projects” donations.

There is a great deal that makes Dartmouth remarkable, but one 
powerful example is the ongoing impact that each Dartmouth 
alumni class can choose to have upon the College.  Indeed, the 
independence of Dartmouth’s alumni classes, and their (our!) 
continued engagement in the life of the College, is the envy of other 
colleges and universities.
We pay our annual “dues” to support our class structure and to 
help keep us connected to one another as a class.  But it is the funds 
that we add to our dues each year (those earmarked for “Class 
Projects”) that support our legacy as a class.  Those funds, as they 
grow, give us the power collectively to bestow lasting gifts upon the 
College we love and upon the students who come after us.  The best 
part is that they offer us the chance to confer those gifts inspired 
specifically by spheres of interest that matter to us as a class.
In this issue, it is our hope to offer a bird’s eye view of what our 
annual contributions to Class Projects have made possible so far.  
We would also like to introduce you to the three amazing class 
officers who animate these efforts.  And finally, with our Spotlight on 
Dartmouth’s Class of 1957 feature, we are honored to share some 
project ideas, guiding principles, and inspiration from one of the 
great alumni classes that precedes us.  We think you’ll agree that 
they are truly a remarkable class;  indeed, their legacy is a beacon to 
all who follow.

Lisa and Margaret In this issue: 
• Spotlight on Dartmouth’s Class of 1957

• Where in the World Is...

• Our Class of 1985 Class Projects

• Spotlight on DPCS Interns

• Spotlight on DPCS Mentors from our class

• Our Class Project Co-Chairs

• Though ’round the girdled earth they roam…

• What Are You Reading?

• News from our Classmates

• Our Class Officers

• News from our Class Officers
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Spotlight on the Class of 1957 
At Class Officers Weekend (COW) this past fall 2017,  J. Thomas Macy ’57, current president (and former treasurer) of 
Dartmouth’s Class of 1957, delivered a riveting account of the Class of 1957’s approach to giving.  He described the 
extraordinary legacy that they have built as a class and the audience was spellbound.  In the wake of their 60th reunion, 
the Class of 1957 continues to shape that legacy and to grow the endowments they have created together.  Mr. Macy was 
kind enough to talk with us about it further by phone, and we are honored to share his story here - in amazement, and 
with gratitude.
    —————————————————————————- 

To date, the Class of 1957 has established four funds:

Class of 1957 Scholarship Fund (started in the 1980s, it is their longest existing fund):  
Having secured the $50,000 minimum required to establish a scholarship fund, the Class of 1957 went 0n t0 add to that 
in the years that followed, putting in funds from their class treasury (in other words, whatever was left over from class 
dues after expenses each year).  To date, they have built this scholarship fund up to a current market value of $650,000. 
From the start, they turned all monies raised/gathered for this fund over to the College to invest.  This is in keeping with 
one of their class’ guiding principles of giving, which we highlight on the next page - and it certainly shows the power of 
long-term investing (another Class of ’57 guiding principle).  This scholarship fund is the third or fourth largest 
scholarship fund among those established by individual classes (about 20 or so in total), and it provides 4 scholarships per 
year:  one to a student in each year - freshman, sophomore, junior and senior.

Hopkins Travel Fund (established in February 2008 after their 50th reunion):
Purpose: to provide monies for musical groups and musical organizations at Dartmouth to travel domestically and 
overseas.  When Dartmouth musical groups travel to perform, students must pay their own way.  This endowment fund is 
used to help subsidize the cost of this travel for students who cannot afford to pay their own way.  For example, these 
funds served as a scholarship subsidy to individual members of the Dartmouth College Wind Ensemble when they 
traveled to Costa Rica last March 2017.  And as a bonus, several members of the Class of 1957 accompanied the group on 
this trip, riding with them on their bus, staying at the same hotels, and applauding them at their performances.  The 
Class of 1957 established this as an endowment fund out of the class treasury, inspired by their shared interest in music.  
They put in $50,000 to start the fund, but did not add to it until this past October 2017, when they added another 
$10,000.  The class of 57’s current goal is to double this fund to at least $100,000 in the next 3-4 years, and to do so 
almost exclusively out of their class treasury (in other words, from monies left over from class dues after expenses). 

Erich Kunzel ’57 Memorial Fund, former conductor of the Cincinnati Pops:
Purpose: to support three distinct undergraduate musical opportunities within the Music Department: 
     *  on- or off-campus student musical production
     *  undergraduate musical research
     *  travel grants to help a student cover the costs incurred to pursue approved projects not in Hanover
The Class of 1957 established this fund with $50,000 to start.  They did so via individual donations by classmates at their 
55th reunion, driven by classmates who wanted this to be their major gift to the College at their 55th reunion. This fund 
continues to be funded by individual gifts.  They got to $67,000 in the first year and it’s grown by another $40,000 since.   
The fund is managed by the Chair of the Music Department, who selects the winners based on a submission by students 
of their needs and of their plans for using the money. 

Great Issues Innovation Fund (an endowment fund started in 2013 in collaboration with the Dickey Center):
As Dartmouth College seniors, each member of the Class of 1957 had to take a course called “Great Issues,” designed by 
then-president John Sloane Dickey to introduce seniors to the problems of national and international relations that they 
would face as citizens.  This was a pivotal shared experience.  Now the Class of ’57 is in their 80s and they view this fund 
as their legacy gift - probably their last major class gift to the College.  The Dickey Center’s mission is to unite “the many 
and diverse strengths of Dartmouth College - its students, faculty, and undergraduate and graduate schools - in addressing 
the world’s challenges” (the “Great Issues” of today).  The fund was started with $50,000 out of the class treasury in 2013 
and has been added to annually, mostly with excess dues.  When the fund was first started, the Dickey Center was 
receiving about $3 -4,000 a year.  The Dickey Center now receives about $22,000 a year from the earnings — another 
example of the power of long-term giving.  (See more about this fund on page 4, below.)

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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The Class of 1957’s results speak for themselves:   At book value, Dartmouth’s Class of 1957 (as an independent 
alumni class) has given over one million dollars in targeted contributions to the life of the College.  (Their market 
value numbers, of course, are even more powerful.)  Still more remarkable is the fact that the Class of 1957 has 
created this legacy even as they continue to contribute at a high level to the Dartmouth College Fund (DCF) - 
exceeding both participation-level and dollar-level goals as a class year after year (in both reunion and non-reunion 
years).

——————————————————-
The Class of 1957 has been guided by the following 5 principles of giving:

1. Decide as a class whether you want to do one-off projects each year, or if you want to invest for the 
long haul.  The Class of 1957 didn’t have a grand plan 40 years ago.  Their giving legacy has evolved over time, 
from one-time projects earlier on to these specific endowment funds in the years that followed.  The key to 
their success has been getting classmates excited about where the money was going, about the impact over time, 
and about the opportunities for classmates to get in on the fun.

2. Combine the different  sources of money that come to you as a class (dues, individual gifts, etc).  
The Class of 1957 chose to raise funds in several ways.  First, they would suggest that people round up from their 
annual $57 class dues to $60;  they then got more aggressive and suggested that classmates double or triple their 
dues amount each year.  They collected about $28,000/year in class dues and class projects funds.  The year they 
established the Great Issues Innovation Fund, classmates got excited because they had a goal in mind and total 
dues collected jumped to $38,000.  They used special letters, email (however, only 2/3 of their class has email), 
newsletters, and their annual dues letter to communicate their goal and the fund’s connection to the Dickey 
Center.  They also emphasized the  personal, individual opportunities that would allow members of the class to 
connect with the College and with Dartmouth undergraduates.  

3. Do not maintain a large class treasury balance.  Instead, give the funds to the College to invest:  they can 
do a much better job of investing it.  The Class of 1957’s philosophy regarding class dues and class projects 
monies collected each year has been that they should not be sitting on a bunch of class funds  Rather, it is their 
practice to drain their class bank account June 30th each year to $1,000 or so and to turn the rest of the money 
over to their four funds for the College to manage.  The College can earn 10-12 percent on those funds.  Their 
view:  Think long term, create endowment funds.

4. Find projects that are of interest to the largest number of classmates possible.  The establishment of 
the Class of 1957’s Great Issues Innovation Fund is a great example.  They connected a pivotal experience from 
their undergraduate years to opportunities and issues that students face today.   Clearly, this is one significant 
and collective area of interest for the class, as the fund has now been built up to over $500,000 in just over four 
years.  Athletics is another important cause for the Class of 1957, and it inspires the only non-endowment 
contribution the class makes.  Each year, the Class of 1957 gives $3000 to the athletic sponsors program, which 
allows the College’s athletic department to fly in prospective students and to go on recruiting trips around the 
country.

5. Don’t just give the College the money and walk away.  The Class of 1957 has given the College lots of 
flexibility regarding how to spend the money they have given, but they have asked that the College spend it on 
things that are innovative and that it go to the students - and they have also insisted on being involved with 
programs and recipients of grants from their funds.  Recently, for instance, Great Issues scholars and '57s were 
given the same book to read about alleviating poverty in Africa.  The Dickey Center held a seminar to discuss 
the book (in January 2014) and ‘57s were invited to attend the seminar, too (some even called in and attended 
remotely).  Another example is The Hopkins Travel Fund, where members of the Class of 1957 traveled with the 
Wind Ensemble on a trip to Costa Rica.  Bottom line:  Here’s the money, but once the money is awarded, we 
want to be involved.  Another trip is planned with the Dartmouth Symphony Orchestra to Florence, Italy!

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Where in the world is…? 
Two years ago - in February 2016 - we began 

emailing a Class of 1985 “Monthly News & Events” 
e-newsletter — with the objective of delivering 

more up-to-the-minute Dartmouth events 
information, along with other links, pictures, and 
details.  We hope that you have been receiving 

them!  Please contact us with your email address 
if you have not.   

mmarder0269@comcast.net 
herringtonhome@gmail.com 

  

Our goal is to have an accurate email address for 
every classmate, but we are missing “good” 

addresses for nearly 200 of us.  Please take a 
moment to look at the names below.  If you are on 
the list, please send us your email address.  And if 

you know a good email address for any of our 
classmates listed here, please let us know.  

(You may also update your contact information 
directly by sending an email to the College at 
alumni.records@dartmouth.edu, or by calling 
Dartmouth Alumni Records at 603-646-2253.) 

 1.   Thomas M. Aaberg, Jr 
 2.  Paul M. Adkins 
 3.  Debra L. Archambault 
 4.  Robert L. Autrey 
 5.  Beth Anne Bailey

STAY IN TOUCH 

www.dartmouth85.com 

The Great Issues Innovation Fund:   
by J. Thomas Macy ’57

As seniors back in 1956-1957, we were all required to take 
the Great Issues Course.  Each Monday evening, we 
would gather to listen to a well-known speaker on a 
particular topic.  We heard from U.S. Senators from both 
parties, journalists, poets like Robert Frost, historians, 
economists, theologians, scientists - experts from all 
walks of life.  We would then meet in smaller groups on 
Tuesday morning to discuss the topic from the prior 
evening.  The course had been developed by President 
John Sloan Dickey back in about 1947, shortly after he 
arrived at Dartmouth from the State Department, and it 
continued into the late 1960s.

The Dickey Center currently offers freshmen the 
opportunity to become Great Issues Scholars.  This 
program is on top of their regular freshman assignments, 
and is offered to those with an interest in international 
issues of the day.  Currently, there are 80 Great Issues 
Scholars each year.  

Our class had been working with the Dickey Center for 
several years, first funding the John Sloan Dickey Library 
in Haldeman at the time of our 50th reunion, then 
mostly funding $4,000 individual internships for 
students to travel abroad and pursue topics of interest 
related to the Great Issues of the time.  In 2012, we 
began to develop our ideas for the Great Issues 
Innovation Fund.

Given our history with the Great Issues course, our prior 
working experience with the Dickey Center, and the 
Great Issues Scholars program already in existence, it 
made sense to work with the Center to create this fund 
to support the Great Issues Scholars.

The Dickey Center has the final say regarding how the 
funds are spent, acting within the guidelines established 
by our class in our Statement of Understanding.  In our 
case, we wanted the funds to focus on the Great Issues of 
the current times, to be spent for the benefit of students, 
and to focus on projects that are innovative, thus giving 
the Dickey Center the flexibility to try new things.  We 
don’t get involved in details such as which people to 
sponsor,  or whom to send on an internship.  We leave all 
that to Dickey Center officials. But importantly, we want 
to be involved in the projects. This past January, a group 
of 57s and their spouses traveled to Hanover to help cook 
a Swaziland meal with a leader from Swaziland who had 
been brought to the College with our funds. We then ate 
the dinner with some Great Issues Scholars and listened 
to a presentation by this individual.  We’ll be back in 
April to hear a woman from Cameroon.  It’s great fun 
and very illuminating to spend time with today’s 
undergraduates.

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Our Dartmouth Class of 1985 “Class Projects” (so far) 
Class of 1985 Memorial Fund 
At our class meeting during our 20th reunion, we voted to establish the Class of 1985 Memorial Fund, in memory of 
the 15 classmates we had lost.  We seeded the fund from excess monies collected over the course of our first 20 years 
since graduation.  Since then, we have received individual donations from our classmates in memory of classmates and 
family members who have passed away.  We will continue to build this fund until it has reached the threshold amount 
needed to allow the funds to be invested under the College’s endowment program.  Our objective is to begin awarding 
a Class of 1985 Memorial Scholarship (or more than one) in the near future.  If you would like to contribute, please do 
so when you pay your class dues, or you may contact Valerie Hartman ’85, our Bereavement Chair, at 
vhartman711@gmail.com.  

Dartmouth’s Center for Professional Development (CPD): 
The Center for Professional Development (CPD) at Dartmouth facilitates and supports the professional development 
of Dartmouth undergraduates and young alumni.  It defines post-graduate success outcomes as employment, 
fellowships, graduate school, or service opportunities.  To achieve these goals, CPD works collaboratively with 
employers, parents, alumni, faculty and staff.
CPD provides a host of services, from individual advising appointments and alumni panels to small group workshops, 
job shadowing, and "Off the Green" programs that focus on the breadth and depth of a single industry.  All their 
efforts are designed to usher students into a new era of professional development.
The Class of ’85’s most recent contribution to CPD is a $5,000 pledge to sponsor one student in a Summer 2018 
internship.  We look forward to sharing the details with you later in the year.   

 The Still North Remembers Them 

James C. Alex ’85 May 29, 2012
Wayne E. Anderson ’85 January 8, 2000
Craig M. Byrne ’85 June 30, 2010
Mark Byrne ’85 April 6, 2017
Barbara Codding October 3, 2007
Debra Thatcher Gilcrest ’85 June 16, 2009
Charles J. Gorlicki ’85 December 28, 1984
Stacey A. Hardwick ’85 January 15, 1993
Nancy Hart ’85  December 1987
Kristina Myra Helsell '85 December 31, 2014
Thomas M. Kinney ’85 August 24, 2007
Beth A. McElreath ’85 December 24, 2007
Timothy A. Moore ’85 April 17, 1988
Roma Sharma ’85 January 11, 1994
Peter D. Sorenson ’85 July 23, 1984
Mariken (Kessler) Straub ’85 April 1, 2006 
Andrew S. Trimble ’85 July 20, 1992
James West ’85 January 10, 2014
Richard A. Wilson '85 July 9, 2005
Michael K. Woolley ’85 July 20, 1983

mailto:vhartman711@gmail.com
http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Dartmouth Partners in Community Service (DPCS) 
Dartmouth Partners in Community Service (DPCS) was launched in 1995 by the Dartmouth 
Class of 1959.  Its mission is to inspire Dartmouth students to join with Dartmouth alumni/
ae and their families in addressing problems facing our society.  (Dartmouth Partners in 
Community Service falls under the umbrella of the newly renamed Dartmouth Center for 
Social Impact.)  DPCS is a motivated alliance of passionate alumni who represent the gold 
standard of mentored community service programs and help create transformative high-
impact experiences for community service organizations in need, mentors who share their 
wisdom, and interns who bring it all to life.

The Class of 1985 is one of a group of Dartmouth classes who contribute funds each year to DPCS.  These monies 
allow DPCS to award funding to Dartmouth students who have been offered unpaid full-time leave-term 
internships in the social service sector.  In addition to awarding funding, DPCS also matches these interns with 
Dartmouth alumni mentors who (ideally) work in the social service sector (or in a related profession) and who live 
in the region where the internship will take place.
In addition, DPCS runs two formal “Summer Cohort” internship programs for Dartmouth students - one in 
Boston, the other in San Francisco:

DPCS Boston Community Health Internship Program
The DPCS Boston Community Health Internship Program, run by the Dartmouth Center for Social Impact, 
focuses on introducing undergraduate interns to the fields of community healthcare and public health. 
Through this experience, Dartmouth students intern with various community health agencies in Boston for 10 
weeks, live together, and engage in a seminar series designed to enhance their educational experience.  Each 
student is paired with an alumni mentor.
If your professional or volunteer work has connections to the field of Community Health and you would like to 
be a mentor, please let our Class Project Co-Chairs know.
DPCS San Francisco Social Impact Internship Program
The DPCS San Francisco Social Impact Internship Program, run by the Dartmouth Center for Social Impact, 
focuses on introducing undergraduate interns to the nonprofit sector.  Through this experience, Dartmouth 
students intern with various high-function nonprofit agencies in San Francisco for 10 weeks, live together, and 
engage in a seminar series designed to enhance their educational experience.  Each student is paired with an 
alumni mentor.
If your professional or volunteer work has connections to a non-profit field and you would like to be a mentor, 
please let our Class Project Co-Chairs know.
Pam Ponce Johnson ’85 - poncejoh@yahoo.com
Veronika Jenkins ’85 - jenkinsvnj@gmail.com
Class of 1985 Class Project Co-Chairs

Thanks to your class projects contributions, DPCS has accomplished the following (as of September 2017):

• 723 Dartmouth student interns have been placed since 1994
• nearly 400 alumni from 56 Dartmouth alumni classes have served as alumni mentors to Dartmouth student 

interns
• Dartmouth students have interned with over 500 community service organizations (non-profit and non-

partisan), in 27 states and 1 U.S. territory
• 16 Dartmouth alumni classes have designated DPCS as one of their class projects:  1944, 1947, 1958,1959, 

1963, 1967, 1979, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1992, 2002, 2008, 2013
• endowment size (as of 6/30/17):  $1,214,977

http://www.dartmouth85.com
mailto:poncejoh@yahoo.com
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From Chip Fleischer '86, Chair of DPCS (June 2017): 
I am pleased to announce that, with your support, 2016-2017 has been 
a banner year for Dartmouth Partners in Community Service!  Thank 
you to all the classes and individual alumni who have supported this 
program.

The DPCS mentored service program continues to thrive under the 
leadership of Tracy Dustin-Eichler, Director at the Center for 
Service.*  DPCS internships reached an all-time high in 2016-2017, 
with 42 interns mentored by 42 alumni from 16 different classes, and 
applications have soared to more than 100.

2017-2018 is on track to be another strong year, beginning with a 
record number of 37 summer interns -- 24 of whom will participate in 
the summer cohort programs in Boston and San Francisco. 

It is our goal to ensure that DPCS continues to be responsive to 
increasing demand by students for mentored internships and to 
continue to be able to provide meaningful mentor experiences. We 
can do this collectively through our financial support as class 
sponsors, and by raising awareness about the program and alumni 
volunteer opportunities. Our Mentoring Committee continues to 
recruit and train alumni mentors. Our Communications Committee 
will launch regular e-letter updates with content that can be used by 
sponsoring classes in newsletters and websites. 

Additionally, DPCS has launched a new Administration Relations 
Committee to increase communications and work collaboratively 
with the College to sustain the growth of the internship program. 

On behalf of the Executive Committee of DPCS, I would like to 
thank sponsoring classes for continued financial and mentor support 
and encourage you to spread the news to your classmates about the 
recent success of the program! 

*the Dartmouth Center for Service is now the Dartmouth
 Center for Social Impact (see page 1 of this issue).

DPCS Executive Committee  

(Interim) Chair:  
Jim Wasz ’79
Vice Chair:   
Matt Greene '90,
(Interim) Treasurer:   
Bill Mitchell ’79
Communications Chair: 
Pam Ponce Johnson ‘85
Mentoring Chair: 
Stephanie Lewin '88, 
Development Chair: 
OPEN
Secretary: 
Geanine Thompson ’85
At-Large Committee Members: 
Doug Wise’ 59
Chris Cundy ’59

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Spotlight on DPCS INTERNS 
We thought you might like to learn a little more about some of the Dartmouth 
students whose internships the Class of 1985 has helped to support via DPCS:

two Spring 2018 DPCS Interns 
Katherine Harris ’19:  
Katie will be working with Boston Health Care for the Homeless.  Her work will 
include supporting patients and staff with administrative work, running foot soaks for 
patients at BHCHP's foot clinic, and escorting patients to appointments.  Katie will 
also work in the oral health practice section of BHCHP.  At Dartmouth, Katie is a 
neuroscience major and is involved in the Nathan Smith Society, Dartmouth’s pre-
health organization.  She works as a tutor and study group leader for neuroscience and 
biology.  And she works with Dartmouth Hitchcock as a clinical researcher, a Child Life 
Program Volunteer, and a Pediatrics Cuddling Program volunteer.  After graduation, 
Katie hopes to take a gap year conducting dental research and working with 
underserved populations. She hopes eventually to attend dental school. 

Grace Herron ’19:  
Grace will be interning for Open Arms of Minnesota, an organization that 
cooks and delivers free, nutritious meals to people living with life-threatening 
illnesses in the Twin Cities area.  Her work will include preparing and 
packaging meals, delivering meals to clients, and supporting special events.  At 
Dartmouth, Grace is a Neuroscience major and Biology minor, and she hopes 
to attend medical school after graduation.  She has worked as a volunteer in 
the Rehabilitation Center of Regions Hospital in Minnesota, and as a pre-
clinical research assistant for the HealthPartners Center for Memory and 
Aging in Minnesota.  On campus, Grace is on the executive board of Primary 
Care Progress, an organization that works to connect its members with 
Primary Care leaders in the Hanover area.  She is involved in Dartmouth 
Cancer Scholars and conducts research for the psychology department. And 
she is a member of the Dartmouth Swim Team, where she received the Lutkus 
Award (given to the student-athlete who has performed consistently well 
athletically and academically).

…the application process to become a DPCS intern 
continues to become more and more competitive each year…

some past interns… 
Christopher Chon ’20 
interned with Tenderloin Neighborhood 
Development Corporation - San Francisco, CA
Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation (TNDC) 
provides affordable housing and services for low income 
people in the Tenderloin District and throughout several 
other neighborhoods in San Francisco to promote 
equitable access to opportunities and resources. As a fund 
development intern, Chris primarily assisted in processing 
invoices, reports, and donations. He also wrote press 
releases, contacted donors, and helped with solicitations 
for TNDC’s major events. 

Metztli Ruiz ’16 
interned with HealthPoint Midway Clinic - Des 
Moines, WA
HealthPoint is a network of organizations that provides 
high-quality comprehensive health care to all individuals 
regardless of their income, background, or other deterring 
circumstances. Among other projects, Metztli helped 
prepare for “Mammo Days,” in which women over 50 were 
screened for breast cancer. Metztli was responsible for 
scheduling and confirming appointments with patients.
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Sabine Pierre ’20 - Newman Civic Fellow* with Campus 
Compact** 
It was because of social impact that I was able to have food on the table, work on 
local social impact projects, and even spend a summer in Haiti connecting with my 
family.
My mom, a single parent of 5, could not afford groceries to sustain a full household, 
so she would go to a food pantry to get canned goods for us. The food meant so 
much to me and my family, and it fueled my goal to start volunteering at that same 
place.  Before her passing, we prepared clothes and canned goods to ship to Haiti 
after the 2011 earthquake and spent that summer in Carrefour (where my family is 
from), servicing as many people as possible.  That summer, I recognized and pursued 
my passion in social impact.
Then, working for a nonprofit who provides mobile showers for citizens moving 
through homelessness opened my eyes to the importance of addressing issues that 
affect our neighbors today, such as educational inequalities back home in Newark.

I am currently interning at a high school in an under-resourced urban area, Bronx NY, mentoring students on the 
college application process.  I've only been working for a few weeks here, but it has further strengthened my 
commitment to help others, just as others before me have helped my family.

Sabyne hit the ground running from the moment she joined Dartmouth's class of 2020. She brought her 
interest in social justice to a DPCS internship with Lava Mae, a nonprofit organization in San Francisco, 
whose mission is to restore dignity to those moving through homelessness by providing mobile showers.  On 
the heels of that internship, Sabyne applied to be a part of SEAD, an educational access program working 
with under-resourced high schools throughout New England wherein they are mentored by Dartmouth 
students, taught by educators, and given access to transformational opportunities for leadership.  The school 
with which Sabyne partnered was the Bronx School of Science and Mathematics and the administration 
described her as the largest "bundle of intellectual energy" they had ever met.  Since coming to Dartmouth, 
Sabyne has expertly balanced rigorous academics with extracurricular activities that speak to her 
sociopolitical interests, such as being part of the Dartmouth Humanitarian Engineering team supporting 
hydroponic farms and actively participating in Soul Scribes, a slam poetry group combining her love of 
spoken word and intergroup dialogue.  In so many ways, we have much to look forward to as Sabyne 
continues to make her stamp on this world.

-Philip Hanlon
  President, Dartmouth College

*The Newman Civic Fellowship recognizes and supports community-committed students who have 
demonstrated an investment in finding solutions for challenges facing communities throughout the country.  The 
fellowship, named for Campus Compact founder Frank Newman, provides training and resources that nurture 
students’ assets and passions to help them develop strategies to achieve social change. Through the fellowship, 
Campus Compact provides learning opportunities focused on the skills fellows need in order to serve as effective 
agents of change in addressing public problems and building equitable communities.
**Campus Compact advances the public purposes of colleges and universities by deepening their ability to 
improve community life and to educate students for civic and social responsibility.  Campus Compact envisions 
colleges and universities as vital agents and architects of a diverse democracy, committed to educating students for 
responsible citizenship in ways that both deepen their education and improve the quality of community life. We 
challenge all of higher education to make civic and community engagement an institutional priority.
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DPCS INTERNS…  Where are they now? 
Evelyn Fernandez-Lizarraga `16 
linguistics and comparative literature double major
hometown: San Diego, CA

My DPCS internship with the International Rescue Committee (IRC) was one of my most meaningful experiences 
during my undergraduate years. The IRC is a global humanitarian aid organization that serves the immediate and 
long-term needs of refugees. In the winter of 2015, I worked for ten weeks at the IRC office in San Diego, where I 
taught vocational English to refugees and helped them apply for their first jobs in the U.S. The IRC has a dynamic 
vocational English program, with many moving parts. In addition to teaching, I helped students write resumes and 
prepare for job interviews. I assisted instructors with class field trips. I also had the opportunity to work on long-
term projects, that are still in use today. For example, I developed and implemented a new computer literacy class, 
as well as copyedited the new curriculum handbook that would be distributed to other IRC offices across the 
country.
While I originally chose this internship because I wanted more experience with language teaching, it challenged 
me in ways I did not expect. Every day was a lesson in the nuances of intercultural interactions, in the difficulties 
of refugee resettlement, and in the reality of working in non-profit organizations. Before this internship, I did not 
know about San Diego’s large refugee population, so I also saw my hometown in a new light, from the perspective 
of my students.
I can’t quite capture how much I loved this internship. I genuinely enjoyed going to work each day, interacting 
with my students, and learning from amazing instructors. The summer immediately after my internship, I returned 
as a volunteer and continued working on projects I started during my internship. I remained in touch with my IRC 
mentors, and the last time I visited, I was amazed to see that they were still using some of the materials I 
developed. As an intern, that is really all one wants— to make a tangible, long-lasting difference.
As I reflect on my DPCS experience three years later, I can see now that this was a defining moment in my career. 
The internship confirmed my desire to work in teaching and language education, and I saw how my linguistics 
training could have a direct positive impact in people’s lives, especially in underrepresented communities. I am 
now pursuing a MA in the Hispanic Linguistics program at the University of New Mexico (UNM), specializing in 
Spanish sociolinguistics and heritage speakers in the US. My graduate studies include courses in language teaching 
methodology and second language acquisition. As part of my program, I also teach Spanish here at UNM. This 
semester, I am teaching both Spanish 101 and 102. The skills and experience I obtained through my DPCS 
internship at the IRC are invaluable! I am still thankful Dartmouth funded such an incredible opportunity!

Evelyn Fernandez-Lizarraga ’16 
(in white blazer) with her IRC co-

workers

Evelyn (in back row, 
on the right, in green 

sweater) with her 
IRC students on 
graduation day

Gift from the 
IRC upon 

completion of 
her internship
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DPCS INTERNS…  Where are they now? 
Victoria Nelsen ’17 
history and geography double major
hometown:  Shorewood, WI

During my junior winter, I spent my off-term working at an unpaid internship at a nonprofit in Boston. While I 
believed in the mission of the organization, I found the work to be incredibly monotonous and uninteresting. My 
“bosses,” only a few years older than me, didn’t seem to know what to do with an intern, and I was never 
challenged. Feeling trapped, I wasn’t sure what to do for my next off-term, junior summer, which was rapidly 
approaching. I knew I wanted to work for a mission-driven organization, but I wasn’t sure how to combine that 
goal with my desire for genuine professional development.
Breakthrough New York was my solution. Part of a nation-wide organization, Breakthrough trains college students 
to serve as teachers for middle schoolers during a summer program. Each Breakthrough organization operates as 
an independent nonprofit, and in New York City, the program serves high-achieving, low income students. 
Through an intensive middle school program, BTNY prepares middle school students across New York City for a 
rigorous high school application process and later supports these students through high school and college. The 
summer program is only the beginning of the services offered to students, but for that summer, it became my life. 
At BTNY, I taught eighth grade math, along with a co-teacher, and coached soccer as an elective. My experience 
was both emotionally and intellectually consuming. My 30 students were always on my mind, and I was endlessly 
curious about the next step I could take to improve.
Before Breakthrough, I wasn’t sure if teaching was for me. It sounded like an exciting opportunity for the summer, 
but I hadn’t taken any education classes or envisioned myself as a teacher. BTNY called all of my preconceived 
biases against teaching into question and helped me to realize that this career would push me in new and unknown 
ways. It would combine my desire to connect with others through my work with my goal to find a position that 
would continuously challenge me and force me to move outside of my comfort zone. In my final weeks at BTNY, I 
knew what applications I would be completing in the upcoming year.
Our final day at BTNY included a career fair, where the charter network KIPP had a few booths, representing a 
number of their cities. KIPP DC’s Capital Teaching Residency stuck out to me immediately, and I ended up 
accepting a job at a middle school six months later. I’m now teaching 5th-8th grade Special Education English at 
KEY Academy in southeast DC. As I (perhaps naively) hoped, I face new difficulties every day, and the life of a 
first-year teacher is not one I wish to glorify. But with every challenge comes immense growth, and I know I’ve 
found a career where I can constantly develop as an educator, a mentor, and a person. Many people ask me if I see 
myself teaching long-term; though I’m not sure of the answer yet, I know that I could teach for 20 years and still 
find new ways to improve my practice to help my currently underserved students achieve far better outcomes. 

My BTNY experience (and thus my position at 
KIPP DC) would not have been possible 
without the support of DPCS, which allowed 
me to live in an expensive city to pursue a job 
that I loved. Thank you, Class of 1985, for 
making the program possible and for 
connecting Dartmouth students to careers 
beyond the corporate 
world!

Victoria with her BTNY 
advisees at their final 
celebration Victoria Nelsen ’17 

with a group of her 
KIPP DC students on a 
field trip in DC
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Spotlight on DPCS MENTORS from the Class of  1985 
Thank you to the following 85s who have volunteered to mentor Dartmouth student interns through 
DPCS.  Not all have been matched yet, but we are deeply grateful for their generosity and their willingness 
to share their expertise with Dartmouth students today.

Sandra Kerr-Porcari ’85
Karen Garby Matjucha ’85
Daniel Studnicky ’85
Joe Riley ’85 
Nancy Vogele ’85
Allison Shutz Moskow ’85 
Jacqueline Francis ’85 
It is our hope to build a roster of 85s by profession (and location) who are willing to serve as mentors and to 
find matches moving forward.  If you would be willing to mentor a Dartmouth student intern, please 
contact our Class Project Co-Chairs (Pamela Poncé Johnson ’85 poncejoh@yahoo.com / Veronica 
Jenkins ’85 jenkinsvnj@gmail.com.)

If you have been a mentor or if you have volunteered to be a mentor
and we have not included you, PLEASE let us know!

from Allison Shutz Moskow ’85: 
I volunteered for the DPCS mentor program thanks to word of mouth in the Hanover/Norwich alum community.  I 
spend time with a few local grads, who remain mostly more involved than do I.

My daughter is now 11 (grade 5), with two older brothers ages 26 (D'14) and 23. We live on a 117 acre farm in Norwich, 
where we have raised horses, lambs, pigs, goats, chickens, ducks, a calf, and one crazy donkey, Duke.  I volunteer on 
the board of a NH/VT family advocacy non-profit, Child and Family Services, and I support two key Upper Valley 
programs:  High Horses Therapeutic Riding and Planned Parenthood of Northern New England.  That is only to say, 
my mentor role was the most easy time spent, gratifying and compelling because my mentee was a brilliant, self-
reliant, progressive, and musically talented Dartmouth undergrad, Matthew Geoff, '18.
 
Life is so full and moves too quickly.  Therefore, I think I mentored Matt during Winter term 2016.  We agreed to 
talk by phone and only did so over one very long conversation during his internship.  As an Art History M.A. and 
museum employee, it is my volunteer advocacy work for family well-being and children's safety (Dartmouth 
Hitchcock CAPP program) that allowed me to support Matt's interest in a rural, family service program where 
poverty and its co-morbid issues received support.  Matt asked about the inclusion of creative expression or therapy, 
through music, that seemed to be his passion at the time.  We talked about funding in the Upper Valley, where he 
could pursue bringing music into a needy environment:  a charter school where kids needed music education, for 
example.

Thanks to your email, I have reached out to Matt to invite him to talk over a meal before he graduates in June!
Matt's passion, enthusiasm, commitment to service, thoughtful exploration of interests and career with a can-do 
attitude inspired me.  We will meet when he is back on campus after his triathlete team trip to Florida!

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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from Jacqueline Francis ’85:* 
As a Dartmouth Mentor, I met Serena M. Zhu '19, who traveled to San Francisco for a DPCS Internship. Serena 
worked at the St. Anthony Foundation (also known as St. Anthony’s), a social service agency in San Francisco’s 
Tenderloin neighborhood.

Over the summer, Serena and I met several times over tea and coffee to talk about her responsibilities at St. Anthony’s.  
She assisted Tech Lab instructors to teach basic computer skills to St. Anthony’s guests and she helped to coordinate 
and organize an end-of-summer program that provides schoolchildren with fall clothing and school supplies.

I visited Serena at St. Anthony’s at the end of the summer.  She gave me a tour of its campus and introduced me to her 
colleagues and some of the guests she met during the internship.  All spoke highly of Serena, having come away with 
the same impressions that I had formed about her:  she’s a smart and hard-working young woman, who distinguished 
herself and represented Dartmouth well during her internship.

It was also gratifying to view San Francisco through the eyes of a newcomer to the city, and to learn more about St 
Anthony’s.  It’s a highly respected agency, and the work that they do is inspiring.  Serena was deeply affected by the 
experience of working at St. Anthony’s, especially in the back-to-school project.  (Here’s a photo of the two of us in St 
Anthony’s clothes sorting room in August.)

I look forward to keeping in touch with Serena in the coming years.  I enjoyed hearing about her Dartmouth 
experience and sharing some of my own with her.  It was a great exchange and we both value this Dartmouth bond.

Jackie is an art historian who specializes in 
20th century US modernist painting. 
Her current position is Robert A. Corrigan 
Visiting Professor in Social Justice at San 
Francisco State University. She is also 
BADA’s Northern California rep. 

*reprinted -  this piece was originally published in our Fall 2016 
Class of 1985 print newsletter;  it continues to be available on our 

Class of 1985 website (www.dartmouth85.com)
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Spotlight on our Class of 1985 Class Project Co-Chairs 
Linda Blockus ’85 
I am the Undergraduate Research Director at the University of Missouri (known 
here as “Mizzou”).  Undergraduate research is considered to be one of the High 
Impact Educational Practices (HIEP) by education leaders.  Other HIEP’s include 
service learning, global learning, internships, freshman seminars, and other 
signature programs.  Given my professional interest in HIEP, working to provide 
these opportunities to Dartmouth undergraduates through Class Projects 
fundraising is a natural fit.  Recently I have written a commissioned paper for the 
National Academies of Science on co-curricular models of undergraduate research 
in the STEM fields and was co-author of Characteristics of Excellence in 
Undergraduate Research, which seeks to provide a blue print for colleges and 
universities to self-assess their programming and policies.  Undergraduate 
“research” is not just for scientists!  I have been working at Mizzou for the past 
several years to raise the profile of creative scholarly work.  This has included a 

Visual Art & Design Showcase week to celebrate student work and provide feedback to the undergraduates from 
visiting professionals in art and design.  My office is also responsible for assembling a permanent collection of 
student artwork for display in administrative offices.   And on my “to do” list is to help our faculty council better 
understand and document ‘experiential education’ at Mizzou.

My role as a Class Project Co-Chair was to get the ball rolling — to launch our class’ participation in funding 
internships through DPCS and CPD.  Pamela Poncé Johnson ’85 and Veronica Jenkins ’85 are now taking 
the lead and doing tremendous things to take us to the next level.

On the home front, I have two daughters:  Kira (Connecticut College ’18) and Grace (graduating from high school 
this May… college destination unknown!).  My husband Mark is inching towards retirement as a biology professor, 
although I have several years of work in front of me still!  This past October, I gathered with seven of my Delta 
Phi Epsilon sisters for a mini reunion at the Utah vacation home of Mabelle Drake Hueston ’86.   Other 
attendees were Patty Waldman Thompson ’85, Laura Abrahamsen ’85, JoAnna Papadakos Hill ’85, Deb 
Kruter Eckberg ’86, Lisa Richardson ’86 and Joyce Han Gardner ’87.  It was a wonderful weekend.  Patty is still 
living in the SF Bay area, but JoAnna has moved to Denver, CO and Laura has moved to Peacham, VT.

the ’85s, left to right:
Linda Blockus, JoAnna 
Papadakos Hill, Laura 
Abrahamsen, and Patty Waldman 
Thompson

Linda Blockus ’85 and her 
Dartmouth Delta Phi Epsilon sisters at 
a reunion in October 2017
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Pamela Poncé Johnson ’85 
Pamela Poncé Johnson served as a Dartmouth alumni interviewer for several 
years before she became a Class Projects officer in 2015, following class reunion.  
As one of the three Dartmouth Class of 1985 Class Project officers, Pamela 
became the 1985 class representative to the Board of Dartmouth Partners in 
Community Service and joined the Communications Committee. The 
following year, she joined the DPCS Executive Committee as Chair of its 
Communications Committee, which is responsible for helping DPCS build 
awareness for the mentored internship programs among the sponsoring classes.
 
Pamela and her husband Curtis live in New Jersey and have three children, ages 
13, 16, and 18.  After a career in financial services marketing, she is an 
independent life & health insurance agent specializing in life, long term care, 
and Medicare health plans.

Veronica Jenkins ’85 
As some may recall, I’m originally from Florida.  Actually moved back there for a 
few years, then came running back to the Northeast.  I’m now in Bridgewater, 
New Jersey and I LOVE four seasons.  Like most of you I’ve been around… 
professionally that is!  I started my career with Macy’s, then Ortho Diagnostics a 
Johnson and Johnson company, then AT&T.  I actually started with AT&T in 
Florida and ended up in New Jersey. Loved working for AT&T!  I had a new role 
or got promoted every two years. There was always something new to do.  You 
name it, I’ve done it: Sales, Operations, Project Management, Requirements 
gathering for IT, Call Center Management and Entrepreneur.  Entrepreneurship 
is in my blood.  In 1957, my grandfather started Jenkins’ Quality Barbecue of 
Jacksonville in Florida.  I had my first job at 6 years old.  Currently, I 
“assist” (when they listen to me) with the family business.  In 2014 I decided to 
learn more about restaurant management, so I schlepped into Mid-town 
Manhattan three days a week for 9 months to complete my Restaurant 
Management Program at the Institute of Culinary Education.  I was fortunate at 
the time to work for a Dartmouth Alum, Michael Dennis ’81, at his start-up 

company, aptly named The Big Green Group.  Working for Michael allowed me the flexibility to complete my 
program and for that I am grateful.  So of course that means I’m now working at Horizon Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of New Jersey, in yet another industry…  I love my family, but I’ll continue to “assist.”  Remember I like 
the northeast and the restaurants (yes there are three) are in Florida. 

I like working with young people and when I volunteer it’s usually with the age group of 15 to 25.  Working on 
our Dartmouth Class of 1985 “Class Projects” team allows me to continue to do this.  Currently, I’m the DPCS 
class representative.  My Class Project Co-Chairs, Pamela Poncé Johnson '85 and Linda Blockus ’85, have 
both served in this role as well.  I help recruit  mentors within the ’85 Class community to support Dartmouth 
undergraduates during their internships.  I attend the DPCS meetings on behalf of our Class and do exactly as 
I’m told - some of them are very specific.

I love to travel.  I’ve hit South Africa, Zambia, Amsterdam, Germany, Italy, Canada, the Caribbean, Mexico, 
and many states in the US.  My favorite city is Paris.  I look forward to seeing you all at our next reunion! And 
when you’re on the New Jersey Turnpike think of me.

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Though ’round the 
girdled earth they 
roam…  
It’s a small world out there!  
You never know when you 

might run into a fellow 
Dartmouth ’85 somewhere 

’round the girdled earth.  Please 
send us your pictures from random 

meetings around the globe.  (Pictures 
from planned get-togethers are most welcome, too.

What are you 
reading? 
Are you finally 
reading up on a 
subject that has always 
intrigued you?  Care to share 
your Book Club’s latest selection?
Send us your recommendations to share with 
our classmates!  Title and author - and a few 
words about why you’d recommend it.

Good friends, good books, and a sleepy conscience:   
this is the ideal life.   
-Mark Twain

Karen Pinto ’85 
Medieval Islamic Maps:
An Exploration
(University of Chicago Press)
Hundreds of exceptional 
cartographic images are 
scattered throughout medieval 
and early modern Arabic, 
Persian, and Turkish 
manuscript collections. The 
plethora of copies created 
around the Islamic world over 
the course of eight centuries 

testifies to the enduring importance of these 
medieval visions for the Muslim cartographic 
imagination. With Medieval Islamic Maps, historian 
Karen C. Pinto brings us the first in-depth 
exploration of medieval Islamic cartography from 
the mid-tenth to the nineteenth century.  (Choice 
has given it an “essential” rating.)

Laura Ingraham ’85 
Billionaire at the Barricades
(St. Martin’s Press)

Ingraham traces the DNA of the 
populist movement, from Barry 
Goldwater’s 1964 campaign 
through the Tea Party rallies of 
the Obama presidency, to explain 
the movement that swept 
Donald Trump into the White 
House. With a forecast for the 

future of the Make America Great Again 
agenda, the conservative commentator offers 
prescriptions for bringing what she calls “real 
change” to D.C.  (from Dartmouth Alumni Magazine, 
Alumni Books:  New titles from Dartmouth 
writers, January/February 2018) 

left to right:  David Marder ’85, Jake Kuehn ’85, 
Jeff Weitzman ’85 and Jason Kaplan ’85 — catching a 
perfect bluebird day together in Vail, Colorado (February 
2018)

Alex Muromcew ’85 
is taking a break from the 
corporate world and 
thought it would be fun 
to try something “cool” 
with his free time.  He 
recently finished the 
medical and related 
training to join the 
National Ski Patrol and 
is volunteering at Snow 
King Resort in Jackson, 
Wyoming.  He said “I 
received my cross in 
January.  It has been good 
fun, a new way to 
experience a mountain, 
and I have already used 
my medical training both 
on and off the mountain.”
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News from our Classmates... 
Laura Allyn ’85 
Thanks for such a great newsletter [about caring for 
aging parents and loss].  My parents just made me the 
executrix [of their estate] and I have two elderly dear 
friends.  I really appreciated reading such heartfelt 
musings from my classmates and seeing such a variety of 
approaches and attitudes.  I was never a joiner of much 
and my dearest friend from Dartmouth is an ’83, so I've 
not been connected to my class.  This issue really made 
me feel a connection for the first time, so thank you for 
all your hard work! 
Since Dartmouth:  I married and moved to Rhode 
Island, got certified to teach Family and Consumer 
Sciences and Health, divorced, moved back to Vermont 
where my family lives, and currently teach at Burlington 
High School (where I've been since 1995).  I love the 
school — 32% of the students speak another language at 
home, and we're next to a refugee resettlement center.  
In 2003, I was diagnosed with heart failure caused by a 
virus, and I eventually received a heart transplant in 
2008.  Before the transplant, I had an LVAD (left 
ventricular assist device) implanted as a bridge to 
transplant, which entailed a power cord coming through 
my stomach wall and carrying around battery packs 
during the day.  At night, I was hooked up to a wall unit.  
(Any cardiac medical types out there interested in more 
details??)  It was an AMAZING journey.  Currently, I 
am in good health — considering all the immuno-
suppressants and other meds for side effects.  I still 
teach part-time and just moved into a condo in 
downtown Burlington on the waterfront.  I work with a 
local transplant education group (Donate Life), doing 
presentations in drivers ed classes about transplants.  I 
am involved in my church community.  I am deeply 
grateful to my parents (both alive and well at 80 this 
year) for getting me through heart failure and out the 
other side to health once again. 
Possible topics for the future:  talking about white 
supremacy and hate speech with your teenagers, how to 
talk with your daughter (and son) about what to wear to 
school, being single and childless in a family oriented 
world, community solutions for homelessness, dealing 
with the medical complex during a major health crisis 
and/or chronic illness.  These topics have come up 
multiple times in my work and life and I rarely see a 
place where thoughtful discussion can take place — and 
where a variety of viewpoints can co-exist.  I spend time 
talking with those around me, but getting outside your
own bubble is always a good thing.  (I don’t know 
whether any of these will resonate with other people 
and i have no expectations that they will or won’t.)
[Editors’ note:  Please send us your ideas for future 
newsletter themes and topics!] 

Jim Burack, JD D’85 
A recent big regret was not taking a photo of my wife 
Katy and me to record our recent dinner at the 
Herrington home in Denver.  It was a reunion of sorts - 
back in Denver together and remembering that Tom 
and I lived in the same downtown apartment building 
soon after graduation.  He was a banker (and Lisa 
visited often I think);  and I was beginning my law 
enforcement career as a police officer.  We reminded 
each other that we were pretty faithful classmates in the 
nightly aerobics class.  (Glad we don't have a photo of 
that.)
Katy and I live in Northern Colorado - an hour north of 
Denver.  Katy is the local elementary school counselor, 
and we have two boys:  Liam 8 and Finn 6.  I work in 
Denver for the Colorado Department of Revenue, 
where I direct the Marijuana Enforcement Division -  
overseeing licensing, regulation, and enforcement of the  
state's commercial marijuana system.  
[Editors’ note (via DARM/Dartmouth Club of the 
Rocky Mountains):  Colorado has led the nation in 
legalizing cannabis, with the adoption of Medical 
Marijuana in 2000 and Recreational Marijuana in 2012.  
This past fall, DARM sponsored a panel to discuss the 
future of cannabis in Colorado.  The panel featured our 
own Jim Burack, JD D’85 (Colorado Department of 
Revenue, Director of Enforcement, Marijuana), along 
with Ray Gottesfeld, MD D’73 (Senior Medical 
Director, Relaxed Clarity Integrative Health), and Gil 
Rosenthal, JD D’90 (Attorney, Kutak Rock).  The panel 
was moderated by Mike Miller, JD D’74 (Attorney at 
Law).
And from the Denver Post (upon Jim’s appointment as 
Colorado’s marijuana enforcement chief in February 
2016):  “ ‘Jim has a well-balanced skill set that is drawn 
from his impressive educational background, public 
service, leadership, legal and law enforcement 
experience,’ Ron Kammerzell, senior director of the

Liam, Jim Burack ’85, Katy, & Finn
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Colorado Department of Revenue’s enforcement 
division, said in a statement.  Burack has been with the 
department for nearly two years following 12 years as 
administrator and police chief of Milliken, where he 
helped lead the town’s response to the 2013 floods. He’s 
also been operations director and counsel for the Police
Executive Research forum in Washington, D.C., a non-
profit group that examines police policies and 
practices.  Burack is a colonel in the U.S. Marine Corps 
Reserve and a judge advocate assigned as senior liaison 
officer in Region VIII of the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency.  He served in combat positions in 
Kosovo in 1999 and in Iraq from 2004-2005.  ‘His 
professional background in leadership, legal issues, 
policy development and customer service lend 
themselves to some of the important work that needs 
to be completed at MED,’ Koski said in a statement.  
‘These aptitudes are critical for engaging the public for 
rule making, procedural development, strategic 
planning and leading teams within the division.’ ”]

Brad Pagliaro ’85 
I am happy to announce that my bride-to-be is Lisa 
Preston, who is a graduate of both Middlebury College 
(1987), and the Middlebury College Russian School 
(1988).  Lisa is currently teaching in Honolulu, Hawaii, 
but will relocate to Port Angeles, Washington as soon 
as all appropriate arrangements can be made.  I also 
expect to spend considerable time in Hawaii while she 
prepares to move.

Our first meeting was actually in Madrid, Spain in 
January 1986.  (Some will recall that I am a 1986 
graduate of the Middlebury Spanish School.  Lisa was

Brad Pagliaro’ 85’s son Michael’s wedding 
(October 2017.)

From right:  meet Christopher (27), Matthew 
(26), Michael (26), Emily (23) and Parker 
(18).  Lisa's daughter, Natasha (not pictured 

here) is 21. 

on Junior Year Abroad in Madrid while I was there for 
graduate school).  The magic of the Internet 
reconnected us again in 2011.  But what we have 
finally realized, after all these years, is that we are 
meant to become one.  On Christmas day of 2017, I 
finally asked, and she said YES !  We will marry on St. 
Patrick's Day 2018 at home in Port Angeles, 
Washington.  As a couple, we have 6 grown children 
from prior marriages.

Carolina Kuczynski Reid ’85 
Loved reading about Jenny Page ’85’s daughter 
Keaton at the Olympics - great news!  Just got back 
from the XGames in Aspen, where we all went to ski 
and to spectate and to party!   It was my first time 
ever there, but my husband’s 7th or 8th.  We had 
gorgeous snow;  snowed all night the first day we 
arrived.  When I skied to a mid-slope stop the old 
timer said to me, "well you picked a great time to 
come."  And I said, “I think it picked me!”  I had been 
trying to figure out if we were going to go right up 
until the day before the trip.  It meant postponing 
our 12-year-old’s birthday party.  Our ski stuff is up in 
our Litchfield County, CT house.  Our ballerina 
daughter stayed behind and did auditions and 
basically did some version of a live action Barbie 
dream house with the place to herself.  (She had the 
lead in the Nutcracker here at Ballet Austin this year, 
and will again next!)  So glad I went for it and pulled 
the stuff together.
So new news:  LAST NIGHT I am at an art dinner 
for a wonderful, exciting artist who is exhibiting at 
the Contemporary in Austin and whom do i sit down 
next to?  Katie Leede ’85.  She is friends with one of 
my best friends in Austin.  Their kids were at 
preschool together in L.A.  So we had this great 
catch-up and wondered why we hardly knew each 
other at Dartmouth;  decided that we were both too 
weird then, and that it was fate that we were finally 
meeting now.  I can’t believe I didn’t get a picture!  
The best part was that the young man we were across 
from thought we were younger than his 47 year old 
mom.  Yay!

Lionel Conacher ’85 
In 2002, I started an investment bank called 
Westwind Partners from scratch:  2 guys, 2 cell 
phones, one DSL line, borrowed on credit cards to 
fund it.  Sold it to Thomas Weisel Partners 5 years 
later for $145MM.
[Editors’ note:  We received this after our 
Entrepreneurship issue had gone out to print.  Didn’t want 
you to miss it.]

Brad and Lisa
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Class of 1985 Officers 
President 
Joe Riley – jriley851@gmail.com 

Immediate Past President 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 

Alumni Council Rep 
Laura Yecies – lyecies@gmail.com 

Bereavement Chair 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 

Class Project Chairs  
Linda Blockus – blockusl@gmail.com 
Veronica Jenkins – jenkinsvnj@gmail.com 
Pam Poncé Johnson – poncejoh@yahoo.com 

Gift Planning Chair  
Beth Hobbs – hobbsnc@mac.com 

Head Agents 
Joe McGee – joseph.mcgee@roxburypartners.com 
George Eldridge – georgeeldridge@comcast.net 
Joe Niehaus - jniehaus@housatonicpartners.com 

Mini-Reunion Chairs 
Todd Cranford – tlc31esq@yahoo.com 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 
NYC Chair: Gary Ryan - minagary63@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editors 
Margaret Marder – mmarder0269@comcast.net 
Lisa Herrington – herringtonhome@gmail.com 

Secretaries 
Leslie Davis Dahl – dahlleslie@yahoo.com 
John MacManus – slampong@aol.com 

Treasurer 
David McIlwain – david.t.mcilwain@gmail.com 

Webmaster 
Jeff Weitzman – jeff@weitzman.net 
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News from our Class Officers… 
Since leaving the Hanover plain, the Class of ’85 has made a 
few one-time contributions to “class projects,” but it wasn’t 
until our 30th reunion that we determined we would commit 
to sustaining  a class project or two.  The three of us were 
selected as our class’ Class Project Co-Chairs and, with some 
outreach, we settled on our current “class projects” strategy.  
By participating as donors to Dartmouth Partners in 
Community Service (DPCS) and the Center for Professional 
Development (CPD), our class project funds help provide 
direct support to Dartmouth students seeking new 
experiences during their off terms - allowing students to 
accept unpaid internships and gain work experience in the 
social service sector.  Our commitment is not only financial, 
but also includes a chance for classmates to participate by 
serving as mentors to Dartmouth students - providing 
coaching and counseling to interns during their internship off-
terms and, ideally, beyond.  

As we look to the future, and to our upcoming 35th reunion, 
we hope our class will take inspiration from the ambitions of 
the Class of ’57, spotlighted in this issue.  Our goal as Class 
Project Co-Chairs is to find ways to create an even greater 
legacy for our class - one that offers both meaningful 
contributions to the College and expanded connections to 
today’s Dartmouth undergraduates for the Class of ’85.  We 
welcome your help and input to find projects that matter to 
you and to our class.  Please send us your ideas and comments!

Veronica Jenkins ’85 jenkinsvnj@gmail.com
Pamela Poncé Johnson ’85 poncejoh@yahoo.com
Dartmouth Class of 1985 Class Project Co-Chairs

"I don't know what your destiny will be, but one 
thing I do know:  the only ones among you who 
will be really happy are those who have sought 

and found how to serve.”
-Albert Schweitzer 

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 
committed citizens can change the world;  
indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.”

- Margaret Mead
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